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H e which soweth sparingly
shall reap also sparingly;
and he which soweth boun
tifully shall
reap
also
bountifully.
II Corinthians IX, 6
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Faculty And Student Council Elect
Sixteen Seniors To Who’s Who
Grade Average And
Contributions Are
Bases For Selection
Sixteen members of the 196061 senior class of Olivet have
been selected to appear in
WHO’S WHO AMONG STU
DENTS IN AMERICAN COL
LEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.
These- seniors were '»chosen on
the combined bases of grade av
erage and campus contributions.
Dr. John H. Cotner, dean of
students, was chairman of the
committee composed of the fac
ulty and upperclassman mem
bers of the student council
which did the electing.
These 16 will join thousand^
of» other students throughout
the United States in appearing
in the 1961 edition of WHO’S
WHO.
Those elected are as follows:
DAVID B. BOWMAN: Dave
was vice-president of the, fresh
man class, and president of the
sophomore and senior class. He
was president of prayer band,
chaplain of Apollo Choir, mem
ber of student council for three
years in addition- to being a
member of various committees
and clubs. This year he is also
president of the ministerial fel
lowship. Dave’s grade average
is 3.183.
SHIRLEY MAE COX: Shirley
was secretary of the Olivetians,
member of various' clubs| a sec
tion editor of the AURORA,
dormitory counselor and mem
ber of “The . Robe’ficast. She
was an M.R.H.A. sweetheart her
sophomore year and a member
of both the 1959 and the 1960
Homecoming Queen’s court
Shirlep’s grade average is 3.058.
DOROTHY L: DIEHL: Dor
othy has been secretary of both
the missionary band and the
prayer band, secretary of the
junior class, member .of the
W.R.A. council and on the stu
dent council for two years. Dor
othy was also the 1960 Home
coming Queen. Her grade aver
age is 2.958
SAMUEL L. DUNN: Sam is
president of the honor society
and the science club. In addi
tion to being a member of vari
ous other clubs he has had a
laboratory assistantship in na
tural physical science for two
years. Bis grade average is
3.583.
ALAN FAIRCHILD: A1 has
been secretary of the science
club, member of the honor soci
ety and various other organiza
tions, has had an assistantship
in chemistry his junior and
senior year and was just re
cently accepted by the Ohio

First Lyceum Program of
Y ear To Feature Harpist
Tomorrow evening at 8:00 en appearances in the Los .An
p.m. in the recital hall, students geles Philharmonic Auditorium.
will have the opportunity of Her concert career was inter
hearing one of America’s mosij rupted abruptly when she apd
famous "harpists, Marjorie New-, her composer husband were vic
som, whose first recital here is tims of a 'terrible automobile
one of the. major events of the accident. It was two years be
music season. Mrs. Newsom h aJ fore doctors could assure her
given recitals all over the Unit that her husband would walk
ed States, from the East to the again, and that h er. shattered
West Coast, and comes to Oli- shoulder and hand would per
g$et as part of her current na form normally once more.
Several works written for her
tion-wide tour. Well known to
radio listeners, Marjorie Brun- by her composer husband are
ton Newson has been heard on included on Saturday evening’s
more than 200 radio broadcasts,] program, as well as several mo
Mrs. Newsom is a native of dern French descriptive studies.
Saturday afternoon at 2:00
Nova Sfeotia. She began to study
the piano when she - was S ix p.m. Mrs. Newsom will also con
years old and started on the duct a harp clinic in the reci
harp at seven. Too small to tal hall for those interested in
reach the strings of- a modern playing the harp. Both the clin
harp, young Marjorie started ic and recital are open to the
practicing on a small Irish public free of charge.
First Of Lyceums
harp similar to the ones the anfiient bards carried slung over Mrs. Newsom’s recital is the
their, shoulders. By placing it first of four lyceum.s to be pre
bn a. chair before her, she was sented here this year. On Fri
able to train her fingers early. day, December 8th, the Italian
Eminent Teachers
organist Germani, Maid to be
After her family moved to one of the world’s outstanding
Massachusetts, she studied both organists, will present a recital.
Newly elected members to the WHO’S WHO publication piano and harp with some of On Saturday, April 22nd, Wern-*
are: First row (left to right)—David Bowman, Shirley Cox, the most eminent teachers in her Von Braun, the famous mis
Dorothy/Diehl, Sam Dunn. Second row—Alan Fairchild, Dare! Boston: piano under Jesus Mar sile expert, will lecture. At pre
Grothaus, Leola Hay, Larry Hendricker, Third row—Marilyn ria Sanroma and Edwin Klahre, sent, the Lyceum Committee is
LeVee, Phyllis Lukehart, Roger McMurrin. Fourth row—Wes the last surviving pupil of negotiating with another out
Robbins, Joanne Sprague, Thomas Thompson, Lowell Thomas. Liszt; harp under Van Veachton standing national figure for the
Alfred Holy, and later fourth and final lyceum someState University medical school Marilyn has been president of Rogers,
with
Bernard
Zighera of the timemn M alh.
for training. Al’s grade aver the sociology club in addition Boston Symphony
Orchestra.
tov being active in various other
age is 3.500.
Marjorie -Newsom -has
DAREL E. G R O T H A U S : organizations. This year she is Today,
and breath of tone that
Darel was president of the jun vice-president of the senior a skillmade
her justly renowned.
ior class, president of the Apol class. Her grade ^average is have
After her,concert debutAand
lo Choir and traveled in a school 3.453.
initial Eastern tour, M rJ
quartet for one year. This year PHYLLIS LUKEHART. Phyl an
settled on the West
Darel is president of the Asso lis has been secretary-treasur Newson
where, for several y earJ
ciated Students. This year is al er of the science club, secretary Coast
gave a series of highly sue!
so his second of serving on the of the honor society and has she
student council. Darel’s grade received departmental honors in cessful concerts including sev
chemistry. She also has receiv
average is 3.547.
LEOLA HAY: Leola has been ed junior and senior assistant- has maintained a grade aver
Editor-in-Chief of the AURO ships in chemistry. Phyllis’s age of 3.064.
RA, member of the (student grade average is 3.679.
THOMAS O. THOMPSON:
council for two years.and this ROGER G. MCMURRIN: Rogj Tom was president of Olivtffl
year serves as secretary, of the er was business manager of the ians, vice-president of the Spar
Associated Students. She has AURORA, is prayer band song tan society and the junior claffl
been on the homecoming com leader, vice-president of music jin addition to being a member
mission for two years and this educators and treasurer of Or! of other organizations. He
year was a member of the pheus Choir- He is on the stu a member of the student coun
Homecoming Queen’s court. Her dent council and has been a cil last year and his grade av
member of a schqol quartet for erage is 3.095.
grade average is 2.750.
LARRY H E N D R I C K E R ] two years. Roger has maintain! LOWELL D. THOMASlLoLarry was vice-president of the ed a grade average of 2.767. well was treasurer of the jun
Trojan society and this year is JAMES WESLEY ROBBINS: ior class, on the student council
president of the Sigma society Wes is vice-president of the ho for two years and is now Edi
and the “O” club. In addition to nor society, photographer for tor-in-Chief of the GLIMMERMarjorie Newsom
being on the M.D.A. council and the AURORA and GLIMMER- GLASS. In addition to being a
-----------• ----------the intramural council, h ejias GLASS, and member of the aca member of various committees
been active in various other or demic affairs committee this and clubs he is a monitor in Freshmen Complete
ganizations. Larry’s grade av year. He has been on the stu- Chapman Hall this year. Lo
ednt council one year and vice- well’s grade average is 3.260. • Election of Officers
erage is 3.247.
MARILYN KREMER:? Mari president of the M.R.H.A. last
The fresnman class under the
direction of its president, Chuck
lyn has been vice-president of year. Wes is a monitor in Chap!
completed its election of
Orpheus Choir, in a school trio man Hall and has a grade aver
CO M IN G EVENTS Beals,
for three years and member of age of 3.880.
officërs at a class meeting on
both the W.R.A. and the stu JOANNE R. SPRAGUE: Jo Nov. 4 - Mid-semester
Tuesday, Oct. 24.
The officers filled and those
dent council. In addition to be is secretary of the senior class Nov. 5 - L y c e u m : Marjorie
Newsom
elected are as follows: Secre
ing Editor-in-Chief of t h e and has been club editor of the
Missionary tary, Sue Shaw ; treasurer, Wil
GLIMMERGLASS, she has been AURORA in addition to being Nov. 10, 11, 12
C o n v e n t i o n and lie Dishon; social committee
on the Homecoming Queen’s a member of various other or
Workshop.
representatives, Fuzzy Walker
court for two years in a row. ganizations. She received the
and Millie Stray; public re
Marilyn’s grade average' is Faches Scholarship from the Nov. 16 - 19 - Twirp Week
lations correspondent, J o h n
Oshkosh Foundation and the Nov. 18 - Faculty Recital
2.764.
Smith.
‘ MARILYN JOAN LEVEE: Faculty Club Scholarship and Nov. 23 - GLIMMERGLASS
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Editorial Comment . . .
Nixon Is Qualified

a

Christian
Concepts
mm3^4
by Wes Robbins
What is the gospel? We have
probably all heard that the
Greek word for gospel means
literally “good news.BThus the
message of Christianity is in
some way good news.
In the fipj|! place, the gospel
is the good news that J3od, the
creator of the heavens and the
earth, has for our salvation sent
his Son, the eternal second per-|
son of the Trinity, to be born
of a virgin, to live and die for
our sins.
Second, the gospel is thè good
news that Jesus Christ, the
God-man <|id live on this earth
and did suffer and die on a
cross to pay the penalty for our
sins.
The gospel is the good news
that on the first Easter Sunday
morning the Son of God arose
from the graye, and became not
only ransom for sin, but the
victor over death.
Fourth, the gospel is the
good news that by faith, or be
lieving in Jesus Christ, any per
son can be forgiven of his sins
and can know the “joy of sins
forgiven.’!fe
The good news also proclaims
that the Christian, by faith, can
receive the Spirit of Christ, the
floly Spirit, into his heart, not
only cleaning the carnal na
ture,. but giving positive, out
ward witnes|| to his inward
dwelling.
Sixth, the gospel *fs the good
news that a Christian can live
day to day on this earth, in this
body, with his sins forgiven and
his heart pure.
Finally, the gospel is the good
news that Christ, the victor over
death, will return to receive un
to himself those who have died
in the faith and those who 'are
living in the faith.
Any attempt to emphasize one
aspect of this good news at the
expense of the others is an in
justice tb the gospel.

To you who will bo taking advantage of what has come to
be a most sacred privilege in this day of world-wide communism
and will be casting a free ballot this coming Tuesday; to you I
direct this editorial.
^
I urge that you .vote for Richard M. Nixon for president.
The issues in this campaign are many. Some are distinct;
some are clouded over with similarity. In many respects this*
election is a choice between two philosophies—one sound, one
not very sound. But in my opinion there exists ip this particular
situation one issue ,that is of primary importance. That issue is
qualification. I defy anyone to take any national figure, let alone
Kennedy, and match him point by point with the presidential
qualifications of Nixon. Barring Hoover and Ike, it just can not
be done. '
- Both candidates have been in public 'office for 14 years.
But there is a -definite difference in what these men have ac
The next administration will have to deal with two crucial
complished in that period of tinie.
Kennedy has been a representative, senatorBauthof of a responsibilities—national defense and foreign policy. It seems
book, present in the senatBa nominal number of times to answer likely that the survival of this nation and of the free world
the roll call, right in his vote on legislation affecting labor will depend upon how successfully these responsibilities are
unions 9 2 ^ o f the time according to the A.F.L., and demonstrat met.
ed his executive ability by failing to pass through a democratic
Defense and foreign policy are true national responsibili-'
dominated senate the legislation he promises will not affect ties, since they can not be handled by any branch of govern
taxes, only social security payments. He has also been on some ment below the f&dural level. Because of their importance,
senate committees; but then what senator hasn’t.
they need the fullest and most skillful attention of both the
Nixon has been a representativeBsenator, vice-president, Congress and the Executive. Yet in dealing with them, the
has shared in top executive decisions (ask Ike), presided over national government will be hampered by a surplus of “naboth the cabinet and the national security council, and has been tional” problems that are not truly national. Most of these
the chairman of the Cabinet Committee on Price Stability and problems can and should be handled at the state, county and
Economic Growth. And during his chairmanship, you as an city level where they originate.
American have never been so well off. As presiding officer of
Lack of local funds is most often given as the reason for
the senatririe has been able to view problems from the legislative
side in addition to.his opportunity to see them from the executive not dealing locally with problems such as slums, roads and
viewpoint. And here ipwhere one point should be brought out. schools. Yet, except for import duties, the federal government
While a legislator can feel the desires of homjaconstituents, it has access to no tax sources that are not available to the state
and local governments. The total of national wealth is no
takes an executive to feel the heartthrob of the whole nation.
Knowledge of international sentiment is another.area where greater than the sum of local wealth in the nation.
the Republican candidate is not surpassed by anyone of political
significance. It has been Nixon, not Kennedy, who has through
IVocations
his government missions gained insight into the desires, plans
and goals of not only the governments but of the individuals
that make up various foreign countries, \
Irmacy...
Fi\ally, in these crucial times when the whole free world
is depending upon the ‘voice’ of America to defend human
Did you ever hear of an apo
dignity, I like the words of a Saturday Evening Post editorial
thecary ? An1apothecary is now
when it stated:
E lle d a druggist or a phar A pharmacist must have a li
“Nixon, we are convinced, has the maturity, the exper
macist. He is educated in the cense to practice. Most states
ience, and above all, the toughness—and we use the word in
a rt or science of preparing me! require a four-year college
its better senser—to stand Up to and not be bluffed by the
dicines.
course, graduation from a
frenzied hate campaigns of the Red dictators in Moscow and
The chief duty of a pharma school of pharmacy, and the
By
Jerry
Ferree
Peking and all the little Castros who echo their mouthings
cist is to fill prescriptions. Be passing of a state examination
against this beloved country of ours.B . . . “we can also be
Have you ever watched a new sides reading and filling pre before one can qualify for a li
sure that with his turn of mind, his toughness, there will not and well-oiled machine operate? scriptions, he must be^able to cense.
be a negotiated Munich to humiliate us.”
The precision smoothness of prepare common ointments, anj
pharmacists work
I have urged that you vote'for Nixon. The fjnal choice is up each part is fascinating. Then tiseptic solutions, powders, and in Registered
private
drugstores,
to you. Remember however, that the destiny of the United States along comes a snag and the other household remedies. The research laboratories, hospitals,
and infor the next'eight years may rest on your vote.
new machoine stops. But then sale of poisons and carcotics dustyiqj plants. The federal and
L. T.
not for long because it was is one of his most important state governments, and the arm
only a minor fault. The next duties.
ed forces also use pharmacists.
time the machine breaks down
it may not be so simple because
The Christian Voter
the proper solution may not be
The Oct. 26 issue of the Herald of Holiness^ official able to be found nor may parts
organ of the Church of the Nazarene, contains several articles be immediately available.
Such a machine or situation
concerning the currenb*political campaign. In an article entitled,
“Martin Luther and Senator Kennedy,” evangelist C. William as I have just described can
by Fred Lee
Fisher says:
actually be seen,by you. It is
“May every Protestant, then, and every American . . . , the political machine behind
Do you find that reading is hension and retention of materi-?
enter the-voting booth November 8, and vote—not-as a Republi Jack Kennedy—which also in
can or as a Democrat, but as a Christian.”
cludes him. If you will pardon boring, uninteresting, time con al.
This raises an interesting question. Who is this Christian the symbolism I will explainf suming and burdensome? Do The discouraging thing about
candidate all true Christians are to support? Is one party more
The first snag was losing the you painstakingly read every this is that you must do the im
Christian than the other? Is one candidate a truer disciple of 1956 Democratic vice-presiden word of every line, or do you proving yourself. Depressing
Christ than the other? The article makes it plain .that a vote for tial nomination to Estes Kefau- repeat every word in your mind isn’t it. And even more7 dis
Senator Kennedy might be disasterous. The plain implication is ver. That was minor .because it if not on your lips, Do you couraging, to launch your ad
that a Christian cannot conscienciouely vote for the Democrat gave four more years to plan make many regressions in order venture of self improvement you
to be sure you remember what must begin by reading books
candidate. A vote for Mr. Nixon is not really a Republican vote. and groom the ¿¡young man.”
This seems hard to reconcile, in the face of two facts. (1) Both
The 1960 convention did not you have read ? Are you easily especially geared to guide you.
candidates insist that their religious affiliation should not even cause a slow down of pro distracted from your reading by This is really exasperating.
affect their public life. (2) It would be very difficult to prove duction for this machine as it noises? Do you retain only a If you de||de to give it a try,
that one party is more sympathetic toward the Roman Catholic rolled on to victory. However, small portion of what you have our library has a few books
Church than the other.
after the Republican convention read? Do you read “passively”! which I think will facilitate
Maybe due consideration would persuade all true Christians they met a real snag in the per or do* you think along with the your efforts, and perhaps even
to vote for the Socialist tickeB It would not matter that they son of Richard M. Nixon. Nei author, drawing your own ana-1 make the task enjoyable.
do not have- a candidate or that, for all practical purposes, one ther the. machine nor its oper^ logies, agreeing and disagree I have listed two^ such books.
might as well not vote. It only matters that people will again ators hav£ found the solution ing constantly?
The first is “How to Read Bet
hold “all things common” as did the first century Christians. to this problem and parts will
If you fall within the categor ter and Faster” written by Nor
You probably find this hard to reconcile too.
not be available until Nov. 8.
listed above your reading a- man Lewis and published by
America does not have a Christian party. Most Christians Never underestimate a machine ies
bility
has riot yet reached its Thomas Y. Crowell Co,; and the
will have to resign themselves to a choice between Mr. Nixon, such as this however, because apqx. The
are that you second is “Reading Improve
fhe Republican, and Mr. Kennedy, the Democrat. There are its repairs have been makeshift could readchances
25 to 50 per cent ment for Adults” written by
many important issues which make such a choice possible.
and it has started moving faster than you actually do. You Paul D. Leedy and published by
D. B.
(Continued on Page 8)
can als9 improve your compre McGraw Hill. -
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1960 AURORA RECEIVES
"FIRST CLASS" RATING
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N A T L TEACH ERS EXAMINATIONS
TO BE HELD FEB. 11, 1961

The National Teacher Exam ber and December, and early in
inations, prepared and adminis- January so long as they are re
According to the A^Bjrated
Collegiate PresiB the 1960
Bred . annually by Educational ceived before January 13, 1961.
Testing Servicmwill be given at
AURORA has received a “First High School Seniors
Class’ honor rating. “If you To Be On Campus
160 testing centers throughout
would perfect the details . . . I Tomorrow Morning
the United States on Saturday, New Science
would certainly expect to see an
Feb. 11, 1961.
Lecture Room In
All-American rating’’1wrote tha ipBaturday, Nov. 5, Olivet
At the one-day testing session
judge as Olivelre yearbook came Nazarene College will be host
B candidate m » tdke the Com Birchard
within the narrow margin of to 318 high school seniors .from
mon Examinations, which inj Increased enrollments in the
285 points of obtaining this the Kankakee area. TheseBstuelude tests in Professional In sciences have necessitàted a
dents will be taking the Ameri
goal.
formation, General Culturel new Mteience lecture room this
The AURORA was one of at can College Testing program
English Expression, and Npn year. The science department
least 40 yearbooks judged in the originated by a group in Iowa.
Berbal Reasoning; and one or has taken over a room upstqirsj
classification of colleges with The Iowa group h J tried to de
mvo of thirteen Optional Exam in Birchard Gymnasium former
an enrollment of 751 - 1000. On velop one test to take the place
inations designed to demon! ly used asHa work room for
ly two of these received the of all four tests previously giv
Ilrate mastery of subject mall campus projects. The lecture
“All-American” with a mini en to high school seniors for
ter to be taught. The college room seatB approximately fifty
mum of 6000 points required. admission, aptitude, scholar
rahich a candidate is attending, students!®
ships*
and
general
counseling
The AURORA had a total of
or the school «ystem in which
The new lecture room was
5715 poiniffiMThe lowest polsibla ThfSIllinois State Scholarship
he is seeking employment, will nec&sitated by increased en
score in th e |“First C la S ’ was Commfiion will u ^ these re
® S||1| himEvhether he should rollments in natural physical
5300 points. The three other sults in determining scholar
take the National Teacher Ex science. In previousBears there
possible ratings were: Second ship. Oth^pichools use the re
aminations and which of tha has been one laboratory section
Class, Third Class and Fourth sults for adiriiBion and placeOptional Examinations to
of approximately 25 students.
mentl'Olivet will use these re Mr. Fred Chalfant of Farm lect.
Class.
An area in which the AUROl sults for placement of Fresh ington, Michigan, apd prBident! A Bulletin of Information (in This year there are two labora
. . . . . .
I tory sections with approximate
RA received. special bonus man,” said Mr. Bennett, assis of Olivet’s alumni aBociation, * , . f
is the featured alumus for this ¡ H I an-application is insert ly 22 students each. Since all
points was its student life secB tant registrar.
initial endeavor in presenting!edUdescribmg registration pro sections meet together for lec
tion. According to the judge
outstanding graduates of O .N .® ^ ,ures HUB obtained from ture, a larger room was needed,
who criticized the book, “The
Sister
Colleges
In-his capacity as alumni p re i? °]legf H B
■
suP£r- the room formerly used being
1960 AURORA is a good, sound
sident, Mr Chalfant is ^ H U U U H or'directly from the too small. The general physics
book, and excellent starting
tive and c lo tty connected to'Rational Teacher Examinations, class now uses the old lecture
point for -the 1961 staff.”
Eastern
Nazarene
the Ihool. Due to this, he is (Educational Testing Service, 20 facilities.
ED. NOTE: The studepts of
well known to all Olivetianm Nasau Street®PrincetoivNew
Olivet can be justly proud of Observes TWIRP
Completed applications,
the achievement which their Word from Beth Sommer, ex- however, it ism hl® urpoga of Jerpy.
aBompanied
by proper exami Messiah Soloists
yearbook has made in the A.C.P. changJlsditor for thej^AMPUS thilrcolumn to &quaip'i|ou fur nation. feeiij will
be .^cepted by Announced
rating Harvice. May I suggest CAMERAHstudent publication, ther ^ ith Borne-of thB intefe® the ETS office during
Novem-I
ing
details
of
hiBlife.
that you look up Leola Hay, wh<M
On Wednesday, Oct. 26, stu
brought several details ofwas the Editor-in-ChiefB and hife':
Mr.
Chalfant
wasborn
into
dent auditions were held for
campus
actMty
at
Eastern
Naz
Promotion,
and
two
years
as
Roger McMurrin, the Business
the home of Rev. and Mrs. E. O.
solo parts in the Messiah,. The
Manager, and commend them arene College
Chalfant, on April 23, 1918. in zonejBallBmanager.
results for each vocal division
His
hobbies
include
golf
and
We
find
that
TWIRP
Week
for the fine job they did.
Munciq^^mdiana. During his
are as follows: Soprano—Shir
(The Women Is Responsible to childhood he hoped, some day, travel.
When asked what Olivet has ley Cox, Sharon Sanders; Alto
Pay) is also observed at E.N.C., to .become a salesman.
J o Ann Coil, Roberta Cosner,
Olivet' Campus Loses
theirs being already heM Octo He was converted at the age meant to him, Mr. Chalfant re-§ —
Karen
Swinehart; Bass—Ted
plied,
“Of
course,
this
is
where
ber 22-27. However, a few de of twelve, and came to live on
Many Trees To Blight
I received my early training! Griffin, Gale Guyer, T om
tails
of
tradition
vary
from
The dreaded dutch elm disease the way that it is carried out at Olivet’s campus after his fathj was spiritually grounded, ex Thompson.
Two members of the faculty
has been taking its toll of the O.N.C.
The climaxing event of er became Clo||ly connected posed to the very best teachers
elm trees-.on Olivet’s campus. the week is a fall party! “When with the work of the school. He and minister|| and also where Miss Margarita Sawatzky, so
The blight Barted in the United a girl asks a fellow to thp party attended both high school and I met my wife, Martha. It has prano, and Mr. Irving Kranich,
States in 1930 and traveled west and he accepts, she must pin college at Olivet.
meant a great more to me as I tenor, will also be singing.
killing its, first tree in Illinois her tag on him He must wear During his days at Olivet! get„ older. Olivet College has a The three Messiah perfor
in 1951. Kankakee County was this tag all dayJH
Chalfant was active in the col! wonderful future ahead of her. mances will be presented on
first struck about five or six BBGirls and fellows may dress lege program. He was president The potentiality is great. If we Friday evening, Dec. 9 and Sun
years ago and up to this date in old clothes for the party— of his high school class for four keep her ideals of education day afternoon and evening Dec.
Olivet’s campus has lost approx dungarees 'or old slacks, old years, treasurer of his college with a Christian purpose, we 11.
imately 40 trees.
class for four years, active in will have the very best and lar
shirts, blouses, or sweaters.
The disease is caused by a BjEach girl must create a all sportsHeditor of sports for gest holiness university in the
Faculty Recital
fungus called ceratostomella pair of suspenders for the the AURORA and was on the world.
ulmi and is carried by the Euro young man of her choice.” original committee which set up
To
Be Held Nov. I 8
As advicaB to present-day
pean elm bark beetle which liv These Were judged for origin theBO” club in 1939.
Christian college students, Mr.
On Nov. 18 at 8:00 p.m. in
es in dying and dead elm trees. ality and cleverness and prizes
On August 30, 1949, he mar Chalfant has this to offerar.'.To
There is no known cure for the were awarded.
ried- Miss Martha Lindquist. me it is important to keep Christ the recital hall a first in a
disease although it can be con Newly-elected general super Since graduating from Olivet, first in everything. It is im-l series of faculty recitals will be
trolled to some extent by kill intendent, Dr. V.. H. Lewis, will he has done further-work at portant to be enthusiastic. presented. This will be a lecture
ing the beetle. "
conduct E. N. C.’s fall revival. George Washington University Learn this in college. It is a recital featuring American art
The C. M. Ford Tree Service The meetings are scheduled for in Washington D. C., and at basic key to success in business, songs. Three of the faculty,
has had the job of extracting Oct. 31, through Nov. 6.
Wayne University, Detroit, in church, and daily living. We Miss Jo Ann Noble, Miss Jewell
the trees from our campus. The It seems that E.N.C. is active Michigan. PrBently, he is work bfflome what we think, we be Flaugher and Miss Margarita
cost of removing each tree has in the coming political endea ing in the department of Indus come what we talk. To the de Sawatzky, will be in the recital.
Miss Sawatzky will be giving
ranged from $30 to $60.
October 4-7 was set aside trial Relations at Ford Motor gree that you are enthusiastic, a brief commentary to provide
It has teen predicted that the vors.
as Political Awareness Week, \ Company in Detroit. He has you are full of God. And, the
elm trees.left will all die with and, according to Beth Som-j been wih the company since person who is full of God is full a setting for a better under
standing for the songs she will
in the next three to six years.
they have very active Re-! 1948 and has worked for four of lifeBand therefore, becomes be singing. She will be assisted
They wjll be replaced, however, xner,
publican and Democratic par-1 years in its department of Sales successful as a person.’®
by Miss Flaugher w;ho will play
with a variety of other trees. ties
their campus. Their du
a Charles Ives violin sonata.
A program to replace them has ties on
helping to cam-1
This will provide an evening of
already been started. The sug paign,include
and to distribute litera Olivet Utilizes Graduate Assistant
American music.
gested replacements include: ture throughout
the Massachu- Mr. Larry Cox is assisting the vet in the past, this is not a
Both Miss Sawatzky and Miss
blackberry, sugar maple, syca settes areaB urging
to faculty this year in the posi possibility for the graduating Flaugher will be accompanied
more and silver maple trees. vote for the party people
of their tion of a graduate asm tant. He senior to give serious thought. by Miss Noble.
With this variety it is hoped choice.
to take graduate work at Olivet has no graduate school,
that the possibility of a future Rev. Earl Lee, pastor of the plans
Ohio
State
.University and pos so the student who takes an
blight will be avoided.
First Church of the Nasarene, sibly gain a graduate assistant- assistantship here is relatively Max Hutt Lectured
handicapped. This is an oppor On Mental Health
Nampa, Idaho, recently com ship there also.
pleted a series of lectures on The title, graduate assistant tune rather than a general pro
Personal Evangelism. “Opinion- has been used in 4 or 5 differ gram. This opportunity was giv A near capacity crowd was
wise, they were enlightening ent cases at Olivet. In most uni en Mr. Cox to fit both his and present in Recital Hall last
Thursday, Oct. 27 at 8:30 p.m.
versities this term applies to the the school’s situation.
and challenging.”
graduate, student who wants to Mr. Cox is primarily on his to hear Dr. Max Hutt, noted
gain experience. In most cases own. He is responsible to pro Psychologist from the Univer
he has a m'asterB degree or an fessor Pari- in thejfield of social sity of Michigan, lecture on
Fine Arts To
undergraduate major. This pro science and the head of the Eng “Mental Health from the Posi
Nov. 10 1824 — Andrew Jack- Present Music
gram could be called a teaching lish department, Dr. McClain, in tive Point of View.”
son elected first Democratic Appreciation On WKAN
internship.
~
the field of English. He works He stated that mental health
president.
Although there have been a as closely with these members is everyone’s business, for one
Nov. 6, 1860 — Abraham Lin The Division of Fine Arts is
but of every ten persons must
coln elected first Republican adding something new to its few graduate assistants at Oli- of the faculty as need be so have
help from some type of
that he knows, the method of
department this school-year.
president.
institution. He ap
Nov. 12, 1898 — Inventor Ifijwill be giving a series of programs will be taped, here at teaching as wTell as what the psychiatric
praised
the
attributes of good
sections
are
covering.
the
college.
twelve
radio
programs
on
Kan
John P. Holland demonstrated
mental
health
and discussed
Our own faculty and student Mr. Cox teaches courses that
hisHsubmarine for the U. |$ kakee’s radio station, WKAN.,
the actual qualities found in a
One Wednesday out of each ensembles will be used for these could be taught by an aditiqpaj person
Navy in New York Bay.
with good mental health.
professor of English. He has a
Nov. 15, 1777 — Continental month will be devoted to a pro series.
The approach to thilnew set section of social science, a sec
Congress adopted the Articles gram on music appreciation.
of Confederation, and Perpetual These twelve programs will be up will blleducational. This is tion of EnglishHand two seer Jupiter’s gravity is so much
divided into four groups of mu a principal Bervice to the pub tions of personal development. greater than earth’s that a
Union.
Nov*29, 1929 — Navy Lt. sical periods. The musical peri lic, and it should be of consid Along' with academic work! spaceman trying to walk on the
Cmdr. Richard E. Byrd made ods are Baroque, Classical, Ro- erable valud to both the college Mr. Cox is heading up the in planet would be crushed by his
tramural societies this year.
own weight.
first air flight ever South Pole. manticBand Modern. All of the and the community.
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'Room Warming' H eld In Chapman Hall
On Thursday, October 27, a
“room warming” (perhaps' the
first in Olivet’s history) was
given by the new occupants of
room 229 in Chapman Hall, Adrain Frodge and Holland Lewis.
The fracas was well attended
as over 100 guys enjoyed the
many special attractions Lewis
and Frodge presented.
Speakers of the evening were
.head resident counselor, Athel
'McCombs; M.R.H.A. president,
Ralph H ill; Wes Robbins, moni
tor of third floor; Lowell Tho
mas, monitor of second floor;
and Frodge’s estranged room
mates, Mike Humble and Tom
Lightle.
Music for the event was pro
vided by the Kool Kats Kwartet
composed of Frodge, Lewis,
Humble and Lightle who sang a
song written by the Kats them
selves, jBThe McCombs Over
tu re s Providing the comedy o£
the affair was the combination
Sociology Club
To Visit Hospital
The volunteer service pro
gram of the sociology club, un
der the direction of Jasper DeVidal,' will make its monthly
visit to Kankakee State Hospi
tal Sunday', November 13. All
students interested in partici
pating should meet in front of
Memorial Library at 1:15 p.m.
The project will be that of
giying the men of Ward 8 South
individual and personal atten
tion. There are 180 men in this
“open-door” ward, many of
whom are alcoholics.

of f,ewis and Turner.
Among the outstanding gifts!
Frodge and Lewis received from
their guests are the following:
a piece of chewing gun, a used
tea bag, twenty-grand (razor
blades), two rollMof tissue pap
er and according to Mr. Lewis
the most appreciated gift of all,
the cash and pledges received in
the offering taken by J. E.
Turner.
ROY SMITH
The “room warming” was
by Don James
concluded with refreshments ,
served by the hosts.
As so often seen, student
leaders on our campus usually
Missionary Workshop
were very active in high school.
To Be Next Week
This follows true also in\ the
The missionary band is spon case of A. Roy Smith, our. Stu
soring an All-School Missionary dent Prayer Band leader.
Workshop Nov. 10, 11 and 12.
In high school Roy was EdiDorothy Ahlemen, Nazarene
missionary to Argentina, a n d tor-in-Chief of his school news
Howard Conrad, Cuba, will be paper, president of the National
the guest speakers during the Honor Society, Chicago Daily
workshop. They will speak in News Silver Knight Honorable
chapel Thursday and F r i d a y Mention, student council mem
mornings.
ber, member of the top ranking
They will also be available Chicago band, letterman in ath
for private counseling w i t h letics and a member of his
students interested in entering school’s chemistry club. His
missionary work. These stu majors ‘in high school were
dents are invited to a seminar English and Science.
w i t h a question and answer While at Olivet Roy has been
period in Kellll Prayer Chapel assistant editor of the AUR
Thursday evening at 8:30.
ORA, chaplain and president of
Friday evening an All-School Orpheus
Choir, president of his
Rally will be held at College sophomore class, president of
Church with special music led prayer band, a member of the
by Professor Brady. A reception Calendar and Activities Com
will follow in the Universe; re mittee^ student council mem
freshments will be served.
ber, a member bf band and a
Saturday morning the activi reporter for the GLIMMERties will be concluded with a GLASS.
breakfast in the Mural Room
Roy is a religion major and
plans to go on to the Naza
rene Seminary. Certainly we
appreciate his faithful servjee
to our school and we wan.t to
wish him the best in the years
ahead.

Top: one of GP’s
“Starlights", facetedcrystal watch, $1.10
Cantor: thin dross watch*
with alligator strap, $125
Bottom: dainty oval watch
with 4 diamonds, $150
A l I4K gold, shock-protactod,

HUFF & W O LF JEW ELRY C O .
127 So. Schuyler
KANKAKEE, ILL.
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I'm My Own Grandpa.
Are You? . . .
By Lorraine Cotner
Many families have mixups in
one way or another, but my fam
ily takes the prize in this re
spect. It takes at least five
hours to figure out who’s who
and what’s what. This may
sound strange but after you fin
ish reading this, you may be
mixed up too.
It all started many years ago
when my mother’s brother mar
ried my fathers cousin. Well),
that was really alright except
two years ago my sister married
a boy who was later to be n^y
stepmother’s cousin. When my
mother died, my father married
(after one year of looking a-|
round) my i brother-in-law’s
aunt. Meanwhile, my grandmo
ther married my stepmother’s
father, making my father have
the same mother-in-law twice.
To make things worse, my step
sisters were my sister’s hus
band’s cousins. By this time all
in the family were so mixed up
that they decided they would sit
down and try to figure, out who
was related to whom. Can you
imagine a family get-together,
devpted to deciding this discour
aging question, especially when
all were present' and most of
them women ? There were a few
fights about who was who;. but
finally after five hours of de
liberation, they Came up with
the idea that somebody was go
ing to be his oWn grandpa.
Now the q u e s t i o n was!
“who” ? Can you tell me?
Africa has spawned 20 in
dependent nations since 1951.
By 1961 it will have 26, com
pared with only four 10 years
ago.

Is Our Vision Limited?
It has been stated that Olivet
Btudents are narrow-visioned
and do not concern themselves
with anything other than this
immediate campus. Would you
agree with this statement?
What are your reasons?
A number of those interview
ed displayed keen insight into
this possibility as they present
ed the following thoughts.
Marilyn King: “From what I
have observed, most of the peo
ple in my classes, who are al
most entirely seniors, are very
much interested in what is go
ing on in the world. However,
I have also noticed many people
who don’t seem to care about
anything but campus life. I
don’t think this is a generaliza
tion which can be made about
everyone here. Some, just seem
to have more inquiring minds
than others.’«
Allen Zoroya: “No doubt
there are many students here
whos^ scope of attention is too
narrow for city and state poli
ties or such, but there also afe
those students at Olivet whose
scope is too broad. Perhaps they
feel that questions and con
cerns of religious and philoso
phical nature should be dealt
with first in order to eventually
have a basis for their more
practical views. This may make
them a poor citizen temporarily,
but certainly a fine citizen in
the long run.”
Sue Conrad: “Certainly the
interests of most Olivetians are
centered on campus life but to
say that our interests and pow
ers of thought are limited to
o u r immediate .environment
seems a very harsh criticism.
We have scores of young people
who are a challenge to the com
munity, faculty members and
students alike because of their
academic achievements, intel
lectual pursuits and ambitions.’l
Duane Askew: “There is a
misconception as to the feelings
of local merchants and business
people toward Olivet students.
I think the people of Kankakee
would like to see more of Oli
vet students and their activi
ties. Many businesses in Kan
kakee have donated time and
money to the Olivet'expansion
program but they do not know
much' about what goes on at
school||B
Jim Grasse: I can only offer
one excuse for this situation.
In our world of specialization
we tend to drift into this rut
of shutting out the rest of the
world and paying attention only
to our own interests. However,
this year more students have
subscribed to such magazines
as Newsweek and Time. If
you can’t afford to subscribe
to magazines and newspapers,
take advantage of the facilities
in the library. The happenings

Twirp Week Is
Just Around
The Corner
by Carol Collins

Once again the time has come
when the girls write home for
dating money. Twirp Week al
most is here; November 16-19
marks the big event.
Planned for this week of girldates-boy, are Universe special
ties, a faculty recital, and an
inter-dorm partyT
As opinions of twirp week
are expressed across campus,
many viewpoints may be heard.
To some boys, this is a week of
withdrawal, a week of many
hours spent in the dorm, lunch
periods in the most isolated
spots on campus, and forgetting
all creatures called females. Yet
to other fellows, ones that are
more self-confident, it is a week
of making good impression,
15 minutes to the daily timer
in. front of the mirror, one

in the world affect us not only
right now but in the future. It
behooves us therefore, to keep
up on the situations at hand.”
Donna PerryaB'T feel that
many of the students on this
campus realize what is happen-^
ing in the world about them.
However, there are still a few
that don’t seem to take an in
terest in current events. I think
this is due to the fact that they
are inwardly fearful and don’t
like to discuss the troublesome
matters. This, I feel, can be
remedied by more classroom
discussions on these world
problems and more groups talk
ing over these matters in the
Universe.”
Russ Anderson: “If t h e
Church of the Nazarene’s
theme ‘Evangelism First’ is to
be upheld we must associate
with the community. I believe
there is a lack on the part of
most students to associate with
those in the community. Prayer
Band started a visitation pro
gram last year and I’m sure
that this first step will lead
to greater steps in improving
Olivet relations with the area.”
Sharon Spavens: “Do we tend
to be narrow here at Olivet? I
don’t know about anybody else
but I must confess, I am. What
am I going to do about it? Now
that my attention has been
drawn to it, I’ll read more news
papers and listen to more in
formative news.”
' Prof. F. O. Parr: VOur be
loved Church of the Nazarene
gives most of its attention to
saving the individual and pays
little attention to ‘roving’ so
ciety. We take no interest and
provide no guidance for our
people in. race problems, labor
problems/ international rela
tionships, family problems, etc.
etc. Olivet students reflect this
type of thinking on the part of
their ministers and fellow lay
men. This is not an overempha
sis on personal evangelism but
a tragic underemphasis on the
practical application of Chris
tian experience in social re
lationships.
The only cure for the ‘ail
ment’ is more training in Christ
centered sociology, history, and
political science.”
Dave Bowman: “The pitfall
of provincialism is ever a prob
lem. In a world of diminishing
size, events in Cuba or im the
Congo are as important as those
in Kankakee. It seems to me
that a person oblivious to these
happenings is only half alive.
If the fault stems from a home
where provincialism prevailed,
the student now has th e oppor
tunity to overcome this back
ground. College students, of all
people, should be informed. De
mocracy demands an informed
public.”
crease in each trouser leg, and
immaculately clean autos and
bicycles.
The viewpoints of gals are
quite different. For once we are
the ones to b e ‘impressed in
stead of impressing, ask instead
of accept, and take care of in
stead of being taken care of.
There are other viewpoints,
too. This is a week of teaching
to some. If a guy hasn’t display
ed such good manners on pre
vious dates, take him out now
and let him see etiquette at
work. He should take the hint!
To some it’s a week of ex
pressing sympathy. If you hear
a guy griping about the expense
of dates (as most of them do),
let him know you understand
by taking him out and showing
him a good time.
So, all in all, good opinions
and bad, advantages and dis
advantages, this should prove
to be an interesting week. Let’s
all go in to make it just that
by total participation.
P. S. Guys, this is leap year
too!

■IM

Sport
Slants

i

'O’ Club Rallies To
Top Alumni 64-60

Basket by Lobb Puts Game In Overtime
A fired up Alumni team took handling of Bob Mitchell shquld
by Holland Lewis
the
floor Saturday against the also be noted.
When I think of a true ath
OlivetjgO”
Club in the Home The losing cause of the AlumJ
lete, I feel that there’s a great
wass led by McCullough who
deal to be taken into consider coming basketball game and ni
hit
for 11 points on four field
very
nearly
picked
up
the
vic
ation. I believe that the true
goals
and three free throws.
tory.
The
Alumni
behind
the
quality of an athlete can only
Tom Craig, tossed in ten and
be known after taking into con driving of McCullough, the ball Hedrick nine. Rounding out the
sideration all the faculties of handling of Smith and the all- scoring for the Alumni were
the individual that are associat around fine play of Spence He Smith eight, Petrie and Fischer
ed with a good athlete and a drick built up a 10 poin^lead six, Lytle and Davidson with
as they entered the last quarter
good person.
four . each, as every alumni
I think of two definite areas of play. But the fourth quarter player scored.
saw
a
change
of
the
tide
as
a
in my evaluation of a true ath
BOX SCORE
lete. Ability is perhaps the first steamed up “0 ” clubBjled by
O” CLUB
area that any of us would think Preston Figge, began to chop
FG FT PTS
of in this consideration, for one away at the Alumni lead until Player
Haugh
1
11
5
must surely have ability if he’s it was nothing.
2
8
3
to be a fine athlete. But I rath The big break for the “O” Powell _
0
0
0
er think that we should also club came in the last minute of Felix
4
11
3
give attention to the area that’s regulation play, when senior Lobb
1
2
0
not so often mentioned for it is forward, Monty Lobb, dropped Hendricker
4
1
9
this area that gives the finish in the score tying bucket with Hopewell
4
11
3
ing touch to a true athlete. I of just 5 seconds remaining in the Fulton
0
0
0
course speak of the all-around ball game to send the game into Turner
0
0
0
attitude of a player. The atti oyertime. The “O” club then Treece
7
0
7
tude of the player is especially went on to turn bapk the Alum Figge
4
4
2
Mitchell
I important as he is constantly ni 64-60.
being looked upon by others. A The winners were led, point64
-,
23 21
strong temper is something that wise, by Haugh, Lobb, and soph Totals
should be held under control at omore forward Harry Fulton
ALUMNI
all times. I don’t mean to sug each of whom tossjed in eleven Hedrick ,
9
1
•5
gest that a football player must points. Added help came from Fischer.
6
0
3
ease up and play patti-cake ball, Hopewell with 9, Powell with 8, Lytle
4
0
2
for I believe that a fellow can
6
2
2
Petrie
be tough and play hard on the anal FjfPBwith 7. The fine ^11
field and at the same time keep
a good attitude
I hope that the coming basket
ball season’ will show forth
some true athletes. I’m quite
well aware of the excellent a(Continued on Page 6)
G EO R G E NANOS
CHRISTENSEN'S
•
•
•
•

Shoe Rebuilding
Shoe Dye —, Any Color
Hats Blocked
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Photographers
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JAFFE
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DRUG STORES
Prescription Specialists
271 E. Court, Phone 3-3369
508 E. Cypress, Phone 2-2022
KANKAKEE, ILLINOIS
1053 W . Broadway, Phono W E 3-5SI4

BRADLEY, ILLINOIS

One of many highlights during the recent baseball season,
won by the Zeta Society.

ZETA G O ES UNDEFEATED:
W INS BASEBALL CRO W N

5-0 Record
Bears Triumph 6-0
For Season
In Homecoming Fray
Coach D a v e Oberlander’s
The Golden Bears ended the
hard throwing right handerj football season with a record of
Jim Hutchinson, was credited 3 wins and no losses. The Bears
with' five wins for the Zeta turned back the Tigers, 6-0, be
team. Hutchinson was_ backed fore 45 Olivetians and alumni. J
up by the timely fielding and
Russ Anderson’s kick off was
the big bat of Russ Pannier. turned to the 18. Dick KraakaPannier played short-stop and vick, fullback for the Bears
was charged with one error.
carried the ball for five yards
Among Hutchinsons victories and ten yards. Illegal use of
was a no-hitter against the Del hands put the ball on the 29
yard lineHBob Mitchell’s pass
ta Society.
Other members of the team was completed to Verne Sch
are: Clay, Braselton, Byers, winn. Schwinn was immediately
Robbins, Woodruff, White, W. tackled by Larry Cox of the
Tigers. Schwinn’s fumble was
Dishon, and York.
recovered on the 41 yard line
----------• ---------- •
by Tom Lightle of the Tigers.
Anderson, quarterback
ALL-STARS TOP forRuss
the Tigers, moved the Tig
to the Bears 27 in six plays.
ALL-SO CIETY 9-1 ers
Facing a fourth and three sit
uation Anderson dropped back,
The All Stars of ONC base to pass but before harcould get
ball program rolled over the the pass away Ron Rightmaster
All Society team 9-1.
trapped him on the Bears 42.
Jim Hutchinson went the dis After picking up a first down, ^
tance for the. all-stars. Hutchin- Mitchell failed to pick up neces
Bon allowed two hits while strikl sary yardage for another first
ing out, seven and allowing no down. Duane Dunham dropped
back to do the punting. Ander
walks. *
-,
Doug Mason was the loosing son returned to his own 29. An
derson then sent Gold around
pitcher.
Dave
Oberlander
and
Carright end. After a key block be
“O”
the
ewell, hooks one for
Wenger were the hitting ing thrown by Ron Hill, Gold
~e9| Lobb, 32; Haugh 34; and mon
stars of the day. Oberlander was tripped up by Dunham. Alpicked up a triple and a single. through the. play covered 13
hit safely in two of his yards, it was called back by a
4
2
Smith
ß Wenger
11 three appearances at the plate. backfield in motion penalty.
4
3
McCullough
2
10 Larry Winchester and Adrain This ended the quarter.
4
Craig
The second quarter opened
4 Frodge each picked up a hit for
2
0
Davidson
two times at bat for the only with the same play. This time
the play was good for 16 yards
60 all-society hits.
24 12
Totals
and again called back by a pen
alty. With a fourth and 8 situ
ation Larry Knight punted to
the 23 of he Bears where Terry
R A M B O
Arnholt grabbed it. Arnhojt
FUNERAL HOME
started to his left reversed his
(Continued on Page 6)
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hardware
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24A.R.
2-Way Radio
(Oxygen Equipped)

Ambulance

STATE FARM INSURANCE
JO H N

KRUEGER - HAROLD KRUEGER;
Agent«

201 Volkmann Bldg., Kankakao
Phon« W E 3-4447
Routa 54 ft Broadway, Bradtay
Phone W E 2-4532

352-358 W. BROADWAY

201 N. PRAIRIE - BRADLEY

First Church
of the Nazarene

RYAN'S

Cinderella

PHARM ACY

Shoe Rebuilding

Sunday S chool........ 9:30 A.M.
Morning Worship .. 10:30 A.M.
N. Y. P. S . ................. 6:30 P.M.
Evangelistic ........... 7:30 P.M.
Prayer Meeting W ed. 7:30 P.M.

REV. JERALD R. LO CKE
I Pastor
WE 2-5245

Oak & Wildwood
K A N K A KEE

MEADOWVIEW
SHOPPING CENTER
\
FOUNTAIN
SKìiSìi«?1»
PRESCRIPTIONS

Leonard Katsios, \U
Proprietor
Across From
Y. M. C. A.
50? E COURT, KANKAKEE, TUL.

Phone W 6 9-1322
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Women Fall
Club, 38-19

Dorsey Leads
Sigma Rips
by Evelyn Dorsey
W ay W ith 17
Approximately one-sixth of Gamma 16-7
The “0 ” club dropped in 34
all the girls at Olivet turned
points to top the 19 of the alum
The
Sigma
girls
came
through
out for softball during the sea
a rather extensive edge on ni in the 1960 homecopiing bas-j
son. I cannot help being thrilled with
the
Gambia
when they won ketball game.
at this when I remember the with a finalgirls
The alumni played a good
score
16-7.
P B u rm ß b o w is the ©60 All-Star Football ¿Team as se
difficulty we often had in the Both teams were of
game as they were led by Hick-j lected
slow
getting
by the Athletic Committi&aFirst row left to right: V.
past trying to beg enough girls started, but Sigma began to get ler in a losing cause. She had
to come out and play for just fired up when Bertie Cosner hit five field goals and one free Schwin, Ribbons, D. Johnson, F. Borders, J. Ewell, J. Turner;
Second row: R. Hill, E. Edgerly, D. Gold.
three societies.
a home run and brought in three throw for a total of 11 points.
As closely as I can figure runs. June Bower and Anita Strong was next with 6.
ALL-STARS ANNOUNCED
from the scorebook, there were Harrison furthered the score
The O club’s attack was Jead
84 girls who »played this year. with their clean two and three by Dorsey as she dropped in 8 IN FOOTBALL, BASEBALL
Sixty of these were freshmen, base hits in the second inning. field goals, .and a foul shot for
12 were sophomores^.'5 were
The Gamma girls fought hard the winners. P. Dickey was next
juniors, and 7 were seniors. to hold theiscore down withHhe with 7 points, followed by EleaThanks for the enthusiasm of help of a catch made by Wilma nor Pease with 6.
the frosh! With their geniune Lewis then a double play on
ALUMNI
interest and loyal support this third base to retire-the side for Players
FG FT F PTS
year, and their influence on the the first inning. Barbara Mus- Hedrick
2 1
2
freshmen coming in next year, grave was on her toes when she Strong
3'
1
6
we can expect women’s athle caught a fly ball hit by Bertie Hickler
5 1
11
tics to become more prominent Cosner right to the pitcher’s Acord
0 0 0
0
and to be of top quality and mound.Jn the second inning. Birchard
0 0 0
0
service to its participants.
0 0 0
0
T^ien to top off the second in Pavy
Subs SnyderHCrabtree
Nine girls came out for Sig ning, Sandra Hawn .made a two
O CLUB
ma, 12 for Gamma, 13 for Beta, base hit to center field and tried
3 1 1
7
15 for Delta, 16 for Zeta, and 19 for third which seemed like it Dickey
1 0 0
2
for Kappa. I know all the wo would prove successful but af Raynolds
8 1 0 17
men’s coaches join with me in ter running back and forth, Ber4 D<«|dy
0 0 0
0
a hearty and warm thank you tie Cosner closed in on her and Main
Miller •'
0 0 0
0
tagged her.
to all these girls.
0 0 0
0
Even though both teams were Cosner
Eagerly now, the women trek
Subs. Conrad, Pease 6, Cole
to Birchard to get sharp for deficient in number (a total of
Pictured aboveBjj theB960 B ljlltrlB a s e b a ll Team as
basketball, the first game being six players for each side) the to his own 20 for a gain of 8 selected by the Athletic Bommittee:Ktanding left to right: R.
Sigma
team
led
out
to
finish
next Tuesday. The “ O” Club C. Wenger, E. Wilson, J. Haugh, D. Oberländer. Kneel
With a first and 10, An Pannier,
Alumni game of Homecoming with their top-heavy score of yards.
ing left to right: L. Beals, C. Beals, D. Felix, J. Hutchinson, M.
derson
passed
to
left
end.
Al
served to stimulate hopes and 16-7.
though the pass was incomplete, Moore, R. Workman
SIGMA
desires for an enjoyable season.
AB R H pass interference was ruled
From experience, I can say Sherril Kimpel
3 4 3 This put the ball on their own KAPPA DROPS DELTA
that the moments spent in team June Bower
3 3 2 40 yard line. Anderson’s pass IN FINALE; 3-2
work on the athletic field or Anita Harrison
2
3 2 intended for the left end, Ted
court are precious ones—result Sonja Burke
5
2 3 Turner, was grabbed by the
MASON THROWS NO-HITTER
ing in warm friendships, re- Sandy Gaines
4
1 1 Bears defensive halfback, Verne
freshedBspirits, and often, in Bertie Cosner
Kappa in their last perfor
Schwinn.
Schwinn
then
out
rac
3 3 2
with about two min mance of the season faced off
improved character. I value
ed the nearest Tiger to the goal However,
GAMMA
utes left in the game Dunham
them highly for the demands Wilma Lewis
1 1 0 line for the touchdown. As the dropped back to punt. His kick with Delta Phi Theta and turnthey make upon me.
ned victors in a real close ball
Bears
came
up
to
the
line
of
Sandra Hawn
3 1 2
was taken by ■Anderson who
In every society, again comes Sharon Campbell"
2 2 1 scrimmage to try for the extra fought his way to the 46 with game, 3-2. Freshman, Doug Ma
the call for participation!! Our Londa Mallon
3 1 3 point an illegal procedure pen the aid of a key block by Bon- son fired a no-hitter at the Delgoal for athletics this year is to Barbara Mucgrave
2 1 1 alty was called. This cost the nettSTwo plays later Gold went tans and he struck out seven
and walked 11, in picking up
play well—win or lose—and the Jacque Stansberry
1 1 0 Bears 5 yards putting the ball around left end behind a host of the
win for Kappa.
more participants, the better!
on the seven .yard line. Dave
Basketball - seems to have thè Bears Triumph—
ReedyM captain of the Bears! blockers to the Bears 37. Ander
KAPPA-DELTA
warmest spot in the hearts of
kicked and it was blocked by son passed to Gold for another
Kappa
AB R H
(Continued
from
Page
5)
first
down
on
the
6
yard
line.
Olivet sports fans. Share it with
Bonnette.
3
0 0
us and make this the best sea field to follow a hosigof block Gary Bloom kieked off for With ‘about 9 seconds left And Johnson
Fulton
1
2 0
erson
hit
Geld
on
the
one
yard
ers. Arnholt was pulled down 'the Bears. He tried an on-side
son ever!
2
1 1
from behind by a hard flying kick. Larry Knight of the Tigers line. With three secpnds left, Winchester
Moore
2
1
0
looking
for
a
receiver,
he
chos^
tackle
by
Lowell
Bonnette.
A
fell on the ball on his own 48
Sports Slants*—
1
0 1
clipping penalty put the ball on yard line. Anderson, trying a to run as he spotted a little run Powell
2
0 0
(Continued From Page 5)
the 8 yard line of the Bears. An quarterback keeper up the mid ning room down the'side line. Mason
1
0 1
bility of several fellows, but I illegal use of hands penalty al dle, broke through the Bears se Anderson was hit on the four Lemke
1
0 1
hope that along with this we’ll gainst the Tigers put the ball condary behind perfect blocking yard line and fought his way Evans
Taylor
2
0 '0
see strong and man-like attil back on the 23 yard line with a by. Ed Edgerly. Anderson car inches from the goal line.
tudes. I assure you that this first and ten for the Bears. ried from the Bears 47 to their
The standout players for
14
3 5
type of true athlete will make Failing to pick up enough Yard 18 yard line where Bloom pull the Bears: Offensive-Bob Mit Totals
the coming basketball season a age for the first down, Dun-J ed him down from behind to end chell, .quarterback; Duane Dun Delta
ham, right halfback; defensive-' Schoenwatter
better and more attractive one ham’s punt went out of bounds the first half.
2
0 0
for the players and the fans as on the Tigers 12 yard line. An- During the last half, both Verne Schwinn, defensive half- Beals, C.
1
1 0
well.
dersons hand-off to Gold carried teams tightened their defenses. backflj Dave Reedy defensive Frodge
2
0 0
halfback.
Roarick
1
1 0
The standouts for the Tigers Williams
1 0 0
were: Offensive-Russ Anderson! Shaw
1
0 0
quarterback; Dan Gold right Gladding
1
0 0
halfback; Frank Borders offen Boggs
0
2
0
Efficient Study - Means
sive centerS defensive—Lowell Walker
1
0 0
Bonnette, linebacker; Ed Edger
\
ly right guard.
Totals
12
2 0

Concentration - and that
demands visual comfort

LUNA
BARBER

DR. RUSSEL D. ROGERS
Optometriest
H ARRISON AT THE RIV I
KANKAKEE, ILLINOIS

163 N. Schuyler

Phone WE 2-Í116

Kankakee, 111.

BEN’S
CK P

JEW ELERS

SHOP

Serving Kankakee
Since 1919

234 S. Schuyler
Kankakee, Illinois

•
159 EAST COURT STREET
WE 3-4412

Boys See
Paul Van Note

GET READY FOR YOUR THANKSGIVING TRIP HOME
Have Your Clothes Cleaned Now

Bourbonnais Cleaners

Girls See
Sandy Peck

Friday, November 4,- I960
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THE TRADITIONAL IS BRAND-NEW WITH

Guyer’s
Gales
By Gale Guyer
All that heard Dr. Max L.
Hutt from the Unversity of
Michigan I am sure were thor
oughly impressed, not only with
his presentation of material, but
with the vastness of the prob
lem of mental health which he
brought out in his lecture.
In your study of psychology
at the present time, whether it
be Intro., Child Psych., Adole
scent Psych., Deviant Behavior,
or what have you, you should
be getting the idea about psy
chology that it doesn’t try to
“figure people out,” or try to
predict behavior as a major
. goal, but instead it has as a
main objective the .understand^
ing of behavior. Only through
understanding of both spiritual
needs and mental problems can
the problem of mental health
be oyercome to any degree.
You ask, what has this to do
with me, or my deciding upon
a career? The whole field of
psychology® counseling, guid
ance, clinical work, only to
name a few segments® needll
good dedicated men and women
with a Christ-centered approach
to mental health. There is a
crying need for Christian psy
chologists and counselors.
Through all the myriad of ex
planations for anxiety and
frustrations, the underlying fac
tor is guilt feelings for s i n s
committed against Christ. It is
the job of counselors and psy
chologists to help people to see
the origins of these feelings and
to understand a cure for them
— the confessing of sins to
Jesus Christ®‘And beside thisl
giving all diligence, add to your
faith virtue; and to virtue
knowledge; and to knowledge
temperance; and to temperance
patience; and to patience godli
ness ; and to godliness brotherly
kindness; and to brotherly kind
ness charity.”)
As it is pointed out in II

VANHEUSEN*

IN
TRUTH
T here is N e v er A
Penny O f Cost
f o r P arts, la b o r
HandlingI

17 JEW ELS

"TODAY"

No Money Down
Only $1.00 A Week

The Van Heusen “417” Collection is fast becoming a way
of life with men who hold to the traditional but seek the
new. In “417” a man can find refreshing interpretations
of classic good taste®, easy-mannered, yet spirited. De
signed for the college man, young executive and every
man young in spirit.

MEN'S W EAR

EDWARD

JOHN PAN0ZZ0 & SONS
GREENHOUSE
FLOW ERS. FOR
ALL

College Church
o f the Nazarene
Sunday School ...1 ...^ ^ ^ .................. . 9:45 A.M.

Evangelistic

................... 6:30 P.M.

.............. .

Prayer Meeting W ed.......

7:30 P.M.

............... 7:30 P.M.

FORREST W. NASH — Pastor
FRANK WATKINS — Minister of Visitation
QTTIS SAYES — Youth DirectorYOUR CH URCH HOME A W A Y FROM HOME

Route 54, North

Kankakee,

GYM SHORTS

Phone, HO 8-8725

Kankakee,

O C C A SIO N S

Gowns & Accessories

&
FORMALS
ON
HAND

JEWELRY

Young Peoples G ro u p s.....

BACK

PARTY DRESS

mostä

220 E. Court

Kankakee, III.

B H

Morning Worship .A .............||....... ...... 10:45 A.M.

Jeane's
Bridal Shop
Entire Wedding Party

iR

able m

'Lay Away For Christmas"

Come In And Browse Thru Our
complete selection of
Dress Shirts, Sport Shirts, and
Sweaters from this large collection
JA FFE & SON
203 E. Court

.
•jODVf
,h 1
. ü
shocK-ao* I

The Universe
Welcomes You

(Continued on Page 8)

For

tooMH
17inorine

Your Choice

authentic classic fashions
with a decidedly relaxed air

&

TO

SCHOOL

Complete Line of School Supplies
GYM SHOES

W IGW AM W O Q L SO CKS

Salkeld & Sons ,
SPORTING GOOD'S STORE
251 South Schuyler
KANKAKEE

y

Open Monday & Friday Till 9 P.M.
FREE Customer Parking at Read of Store

5 Miles North o f Kankakee on Rt. 54

HAROLD GILLESPEY, Mgr.

Closed Sundays
Make your appointment to
Leave Your Car With us by
Calling . . .

Flowers by Percy
Quality Flowers

CLYD E’S
SHELL STATION
Routes 45-52-113
BRADLEY

-

ILLINOIS

Join Your Friends In The Homey Atmosphere
Where The Finest In
Food and Pastry
are served

Fair Prices

W E 9-9330
Free Pick-up and
Delivery Service

Mrs. Wellman’s TEA ROOM

at

154 N. Schuyler

Phone W E 2-7031

Lafayette Restaurant
In Its New Setting
Quality
Choicest of Food
At Center of Town
Kankakee, 111.

OPEN DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Kankakee, III.

LE C U Y E R 'S
ROYAL
BLUE
Groceries — Meats
Frozen Foods
BOURBONNAIS

■

ILLINOIS

7:00 A.M. — 10:00 PJL
208 MAIN ST.

FREE TELEVISION

HOT WATER HEAT

ED-MAR MOTEL
Oh Routes 45 and 52
Phon. WEIIs 3-5387
Ju st No. of Kankakee at Bourbonnais, III.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

BOURBONNAIS

North G ate Motel
Mr. & Mrs. Schrothberger, Props.

FREE T.V.
Route 54 North
Bradley, Illinois
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The ||y ik in g || alumni quartet as they sing at the annual
HomecomingMDoncert.
.

Dorothy Diehl steps forward to be crowned as Olivet’s 1960 Home»
coming Queen. On either side are members of her court. L. to R.:
Marilyn Kremer, Leola Hay, Shirley Cox, and Janet Bearinger.

Prominent member^ of Olive® alumni as they lead the old
grads and their rooters in a rousing cheer A Their efforts
proved to be futile, however, for the alumni team lost to the
“O” Club 64 - 60. L. to R.: Seldon D. Kelly Jr., Fred Chalfant
and anybody know the fellow in the background?

Olivet’s Nazarene College’s 1960 Homecoming Queen and her court
as they reign over the homecoming men’s basketball game.

/lé k
tfO U *

P a ito *
By Rev. Forrest Nash
Q. - What should my life's
work be?
A. - This is a big question on
every college campus. The
answer must be resolved at the
spiritual center of things. In
other words I must first ask,
| “What is God’s will?” or “Is
God calling me to full time
Christian service?” If there is
no special call there is then the
right within the circle of the
surrendered life to do what I
want to do and what I am fitted
to do as long as God does not
say no. This is the essence of
a quote by Oswald Chambers
which evangelist Fisher gave
in one of his messages.
Another practical rule'which
lies within the Christian view
is that when one chooses a va
cation he should perform that
which essentially serves some
basic human need. There is al
ways an abiding satisfaction in
being paid for something which
people really need whether that
something includes our services
or some commodity.
Last but certainly not least,
one shohld do in life that which
affords the best opportunity to
witness to the lost about Christ
and his way of Salvation. He
who follows this philosophy
will always be in demand. His
wages will be received by one
whose highest compenstation is

Delta society members work hard as they attempt to com
plete their homecoming display in time for the judging. Their
efforts were rewarding for they won first place.

in the realm of the intangible. Student Council
Dave Reedy is to be chair
man
of a new committee that
Holds Third Meeting
will discuss the investment of
Let’s Explore—
President Darel Grothaus call» Student Council funds. The
(Continued from Page 2)
' ed the ’60-’61 student council’s members chosen by Dave will
again. By election day it may third meeting to order on Mon be announced at the next meet
be in full swing.
day, Oct. 17. Dave Bowman ing.
Now to discuss some of the led the group in prayer. Leola
Ralph Hill, Jan Sirrine and
tactics of each candidate. The Hay then read the minutes of Ralph Close are to report upon
“great debates” have been a big the last council meeting.
the necessity and possibility of
success for several reasons.
fire drills on Olivet’s campus.
The
announcement
was
made
Kennedy became known, the that student council was to give
candidates showed ability to a luncheon for the past Associ
speak off the cuff, issues 'have ated
presidents which "All About Men"
been presented before the pub were Student
on
campus
for Homecom Excerpted from GLAMOUR
lic and last a lot of good funds
This event took place in magazine by Eunie Herrman
have been spent and the tele ing.
the mural room a t 12:00 noon
vision industry is richer.
There are a lot of ways to
Oct. 22. The fol charm
The stand of each candidate Saturday,
a man. Consider now—
lowing
were
appointed
for
the
on foreign policy has been a decoration committee: Jan Sir- he loves bright colors (except
confusing mess. Kennedy made rine, chairman; Jan Bearinger when he loathes them), thinks
a stand on Quemoy and Matsu.
costume jewelry’s crazy (but
Nixon refuted it and became and Elizabeth Tink.
gave her a necklace), hates her
Dec. 3 was announced as the to Change her hair (then won’t
the loser. On the Cuban situa
date
for
the
all
school
field
trip
tion Kennedy suggested' in so
let her change it back), hates
many words that we invade that to Chicago.
her to flirt (except when she
Dave Reedy reported that the flirts with him).
country. Nixon rejected the idea
and, according to the authori new budget presented to the
Once in a while, he likes her
ties, Kennedy lost this issue. student body was accepted as to read his mind, but just be
proposed.
Only time will tell, however,
cause she cared so much, not
the effects of these debates.
A letter sent to Darel Gro because it was so easy.
One last word. If you are 21 thaus by Dr. Ludwig, Church
He wishes she’d stop carry-fl
and have not registered to Vote, of the Nazarene secretary of ing a handbag that’s (a) so
I offer you my sympathies. education, was read to the coun-! small she has to put her com
What an election to miss.
cil. It dealt w ith , a proposed pact in his pocket, (b) so big
meeting of the student admini that everyone passing their
strative officers from all the table trips over it.
Guyer’s Gales—
Nazarene Colleges. The purpose
The finalities he most wants
(Continued from Page 7)
of this meeting would be to her to have -are the ones she
Peter, after confessing our sins^ discuss the topic, “Education most wants to have, warmth,
we have this “add toBrehabili- for Evangelism.” ;^
understanding, fastidiousness,
tation process by which we can
The student council discuss a manner that’s provocative but
find real peace and satisfaction ed the possible measures to take never vulgar, and a gracious
from life through serving Jesus in Controlling the noise and ness that’s natural and unaf
Christ, our J^ord and Master. disturbance in chapel. It was fected.
I hope you can see the need decided that Darel Grothaus
He hates her to take herself
for Christian workers in psy-l would remind the student body too seriously (or too lightly);
chology, because we h a v e occasionally of the importance to complain; to show signs of
Christ’s message as the answer, of a worshipful attitude before PQBsessiveness, cattiness, coy
the chapel service.
to mental health today.
ness, or "roller-coaster emo

tion.” Even these, though, he’s
been known to forgive.
And men say they can’t fig
ure out a woman!

Your Proxy’s Voice
By Darel Grothaus
Greetings,
I think this epistle will be
one of a little editorializing on
a much discussed subject - po
litics.
In the midst of vehement and
some irrational statements on
both sides* of the national poli
tical fence let us not forget our
responsibility in the local arena.
Kankakee County is faced with
some staggering problems in the
realm of public morals. So
much so that we have been the
target of literary bombs in na
tion magazines.
I would urge you to do threé
things before the election Nov.i
8. First, lët me urge- you to
learn more about the corruption
in local politics and the existing
vice. Second, forget your politi
cal allegiance on the national
level realizing that party affili
ations on the national level are
rather insignificant in the coun
ty scene. Thirdly, vote for Her
man Snow,Hciarence Hayden,
Robert J. Genotte, Jack Beaupre
and Claire Sledge. Let’s help
clean up the local njess.
D. G.
Twelve men and one woman
have crossed Niagara Falls
gorge on a tightrope.

